
 

 
 

     Wroot Bookworms                                                      
Elly Judge     @WrootTravis               

Context - Wroot Travis Church of England Primary School is a much smaller than 

average school in a very small village in North Lincolnshire. 

School Development Plan Priorities – Quality of Teaching and Learning: 

A5: Through the rigorous approach to the teaching of Reading pupils develop sound skills in 
the using and applying of phonics, comprehension, fluency and a general love for reading  
 
A6: Pupils have opportunities to encounter, understand, use and apply sophisticated (and 
subject specific) vocabulary 

 

OU Research inspiration and rationale 

• Knowledge of children’s reading practices 

• Reading Teachers: teachers who read and readers who teach 

 

Aims  

• To find more out about children’s reading outside of school 

• To encourage a better knowledge of how everyone is a reader 

Outline 

 

We set up some half termly reading challenges involving both staff and children – 
Book in a Box, Match the Selfie to the Shelfie, Reading Dens, We are all Readers 
and Reading Raffle.   

We also ceated book lists of recommended reads to display in school and to share with 
parents.   

We encouraged different genres of reading such as comics.  Booktalk was used to 
discuss class novels with children in each class and parents.  We also joined virtual  



 

 
 

 
webinars with famous authors and illustrators and visited the local library van.

 

Impact 

Affective Processes - The impact on the children is clear to see as their enthusiasm has 
really grown. Our pupil voice comparison shows this.   

Cognitive Processes - Also, our reading data shows that a higher percentage of children are 
entering greater depth.  Reading stamina has also improved – Y2 and Y6 SATs results 
clearly showed this.   

Behaviours - More children have been reading at home and have joined the local library.  
Parents have a much better understanding of different genres to read and share with their 
children. Reading records clearly show this. 

Reflections on impact the TaRs research had on practice 

It has really made me find out a lot more about children’s literature including what is current 
and up to date and really get all staff involved.   

It has shown me the need to have a more diverse range of authors’ work in our school 
library so that all children and staff feel represented. 

My next steps are to develop a system of recommended reads and favourite authors / 
illustrators / genres in order to be able to invest in the most suitable books for our children 
and therefore further increase pupil voice for reading for pleasure. 

 


